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WELL-BEING AT THE FOREFRONT

THE REMEDY: TALENT ENRICHMENT
"People demand growth and
development. When you develop
your managers, you harness one
of the most reliable, time-tested
performance drivers Gallup has
ever discovered. Great managers
reduce turnover more effectively
than any other role in your
organization.”
                                   GALLUP STUDY 11/21
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THE GREAT RESIGNATION

Employers must adapt to the
fact that the jobs they provide
are less about what employees
need and now are more about
what they want."

 - Matt Zinman

THE GREAT RETENTION

“In 2020”
mental health support went
from a nice-to-have to a
true business imperative.”

- Harvard Business Review (10/21)



Self-Discovery & Mindset
MODULE II: WELL-BEING

 Healthiness & Energy

MODULE III: INTERPERSONAL MODULE IV: PURPOSE

Work-Life Balance
Communication Skills
Collaboration & Teamwork
Relationships & Interactions
Critical Thinking/Self-Reliance
Problem Solving/Prevention
Conflict Resolution/Avoidance
Productivity (time/energy)
Leadership/Professionalism

 Talent Development

Mood Health

Being a Life Athlete

Managing Energy

Risk-Free Learning
 

(noun)
 

Happierness 

Relationships & Interactions Enrichment & Legacy

MODULE I: PERSONAL

COURSE OVERVIEW
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Matt Zinman is a difference-maker devoted to personally
enriching the lives of at least 100 million people by 2025. He is
a speaker, course creator and author of the highly acclaimed
book, "Z-isms: Insights to Live By." He is also the host of
Insights to Live By, a podcast that invites guests to share their
own life lessons. Matt's second book is due out in 2022.

Your Company Grows
When Your People Do

Employee performance, satisfaction and retention rely squarely on an
employer's commitment to provide personal and professional growth,
work-life balance and opportunities for advancement.

This truly unique, self-paced Life Upgrade training program delivers
highly personalized, practical and lasting improvements that inspire
professionals to pursue their lives with greater clarity, purpose and
passion. The interactive learning experience helps cultivate the habits
and mindset for employees to think, feel and perform at their best.
The result: individual transformation meets organizational goals. 

DAY 29: Life Enrichment Action Plan (LEAP)

Self-Discovery & Mindset
Confidence & Resilience
Emotional Intelligence
Mood Health & Well-Being
Mindfulness & Presence
Passion & Purpose
Life Management

      Personal Skills

Perception

Earned Confidence

Winning the Battle Within

Be Aware of Spiders

Elements in Motion

Swim with the Current

Harnessing Gratitude

Inevitability

Align Your Livelihood

 
The premier mindset of Z-isms to be intentionally

present and have a reflex of positivity by
choosing to make the best of every situation.

def.
 

LASTING IMPACT
Created and presented by Matt Zinman,
author of "Z-isms: Insights to Live By,"
the Life Upgrade program features

innovative, interactive and insightful 
 content with all-original concepts
that are simple, practical, powerful
and actionable to improve daily life.

Integrated Retention Activities

Mindfulness Customization

Happierness Mindset System

Personalized Growth Roadmap



MODULE I: PERSONAL
Self-Discovery & Mindset

Personal Values Assessor
Perception Snapshot (Internal)
Personal Beliefs Assessor
Perception Snapshot (External)

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
AND OUTCOMES

MODULE II: WELL-BEING
 Healthiness & Energy

MODULE III: INTERPERSONAL
Relationships & Interactions

MODULE IV: PURPOSE
Enrichment & Legacy 

Perception Is

Earned Confidence

Winning the Battle Within

Maintaining Mood Health

Being a Life Athlete

Managing Energy

Be Aware of Spiders

The Elements in Motion

Swim with the Current

Harnessing Gratitude

Inevitability 

Aligning Your Livelihood

Earned Confidence Inventory
Worry Stopper
Fiction Filter
Mindfulness Magnifier

Personal Relationship Assessor
Self-Kindness Instiller
Forgiveness Freer
Baggage Dropper

Mood Scale / Clinical Symptoms
Mood Health Resource Page Visit
3-Day Rule Contingency Plan
Happiness Chemicals Grid

Problem Preventer
The Destressor
Self-Care Report Card
Mind-Body Connector

Energy Management Quiz
Time-to-Energy Shifter
Interpersonal Alerter
Assumption Stopper

Spider Spotter
Web Evader
Hater Handler
Tribe Upgrade

Elements Personality Assessor
Conflict Resolver
Active Listening Exercise
Interpersonal Skills Tip Sheets

Intuition Truster
Domestic Pain Pinpointer
Making Coincidences Matter
Coincidence Tracker

Gratitude Inventory
Gratitude Practicer
Gravity Connector
Mindfulness Amplifier

Purpose Pinpointer
Intention Setter
Self-Belief Assessor
Habit Former

Future Identity Shifter
Vision Board Doer
Jobseeker Empowerment Technique
Informational Interview Game Plan
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DAY 29: Life Enrichment Action Plan (LEAP)

Integrated Retention Activities

Mindfulness Customization

Happierness Mindset System

Personalized Growth Roadmap

Self-directed outcomes make a lasting impact and foster continuous improvement 

Holistic training approach to
improve overall human capabilities
Targets foundational skills gaps
Supports retention initiatives to
reduce cost per hire expenses
Connects hybrid workers and 

Promotes total well-being
Addresses burnout fatigue
Reinforces employer commitment
to be caring and value employees
Ideal precursor to leadership training
Value-added integration to enhance
the onboarding process

      teams through shared experiences

 

COURSE BENEFITS

Self-Discovery
Mindset
Confidence
Relationships
Well-Being
Mood Swings
Mindfulness
Gratitude
Purpose
Goals
Life

      YOUR WILL BE
Complete
Clear
Boosted
Solidified
Supported
Eased
Amplified
Harnessed
Pinpointed
Recalibrated
Enriched with
Happierness

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Practical Experience
 Has No Substitute

Books are more prone to collect
dust than make a lasting impact.
Adapting Z-isms into a life-
altering enrichment experience
fulfills my intended purpose."

 - Matt Zinman



Relationships & Interactions Enrichment & Legacy

MODULE I: PERSONAL
Self-Discovery & Mindset

COURSE DETAILS

MODULE II: WELL-BEING
 Healthiness & Energy

MODULE III: INTERPERSONAL MODULE IV: PURPOSE
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Employee Enrichment
Embraces Experience

Perception

Earned Confidence

Winning the Battle Within

Mood Health

Being a Life Athlete

Managing Energy

Be Aware of Spiders

Elements in Motion

Swim with the Current

Harnessing Gratitude

Inevitability

Align Your Livelihood

Discover experience-based impactful insights
that improve intuition, emotional intelligence,
decision-making, conflict avoidance and total
resolution. Learn about an innovative model
to recognize and engage different personality
types and how to take intentional action to
enrich personal and professional relationships. 

It all begins with mindset. Distinguishing
between and pinpointing ones' values,
beliefs, character traits, perceptions and
relationship with self are at the foundation.
The results will improve your confidence,
presence, mindfulness, clarity and purpose.

Learn what it means to be a Life Athlete.
Here it has less to do with fitness and
nutrition as it does having self-awareness for
managing your Mood Health, personal energy,
the unavoidable challenges you encounter
and the avoidable ones you can prevent.

Being true to your values, beliefs and motives
all converge to pinpoint your purpose and
opportunities to improve your quality of life.
Relying on the Happierness Mindset and the
many life skills learned will enable you to
align that crystal clear vision with actionable
steps forward to achieve your defined goals.

.
 

         SELF-PACED
The Life Upgrade is a 4-in-1 course.

Each module has 3 sections, each
involving 2 activity days that take

about 1 hour per day to complete. 
On the 7th day of each module,

course-takers will do a recap that
personalizes their take-aways.

 
        VIDEO-CENTRIC

Throughout the learner experience
are instructive and insightful videos
by Matt Zinman, author of Z-isms.
These videos feature his personal
introduction, course orientation,
module overviews and his tips to
make LEAP Day most beneficial.

 
         TAKE-AWAYS
The course culminates on LEAP Day
with the Life Enrichment Action Plan.

Learners also retain downloads of
their completed activities, Module
Recaps and 15 Bonus Tip Sheets 
that improve career and life skills.

LEARNING FORMAT

 ENHANCEMENTS

Blended Learning: course-certified
facilitators can manage training and
incorporate customized metrics.

Social Learning: create team "triads"
or "quads" to set their own pace with
4-6 sessions, much like a book club.
This embeds accountability, increases
retention and practical training as part
of a fun bonding experience. 

Books: provide employees with copies
of Z-isms (after the course) to expand
and reinforce the learning experience.  
 

Here's where it all comes together with a fully aligned approach to personalize one's Life
Upgrade and priorities for perpetual growth. These activities make it easy to reinforce
the most meaningful insights and course learnings along with tools to customize
practices like mindfulness and set the most pertinent improvement goals - Guaranteed!

DAY 29: Life Enrichment Action Plan (LEAP)

Just because something seems real does not
make it true. The meaning we assign can be very
subjective, judgmental and totally inaccurate.

Knowing we've overcome all else proves that we
are fully capable of coping in real-time. Outsmart
uncertainties like worry, anxiety and assumptions.

What makes steady self-improvement so elusive?
Discover the key to let go of past baggage, tame
your inner voice and gain total clarity for growth.

There are Spiders and there are those who get
caught in webs. Recognize manipulators, handle
haters and discover how to collaborate with ease.

Fire plus fire makes more fire. Our innate traits
emulate Fire, Air, Water or Earth. Communicate
skillfully to prevent, mitigate and manage conflict.

Trust your gut by using your Earned Confidence
to recognize friction. Adapt intentionally using
critical thinking and finesse in your encounters.

Explore facets of mental well-being. Build your
resilience. Learn how to support others. Create a
personalized action plan to live more healthfully.    

Care for your physical, mental, emotional and
spiritual well-being. Treat yourself right, avert
problems, manage stress and work-life balance.

Assess your personal energy and productivity.
Take more intentional actions. Engage with
others more mindfully. Eliminate the unnecessary.

It goes to the very heart of life enrichment, joy
and fulfilment. Amplify and apply mindfulness to
live in the moment and sustain your presence.

When it comes to your biggest goals, begin
with the end in mind. This is where your applied
resilience can achieve what's most effortful.

With your "why" clarified, assess your priorities
in relation to professional pursuits to visualize
your ideal future self and the life you desire. 


